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Abstract

We present an experiment comparing double exponen-
tial smoothing and Kalman filter-based predictive tracking
algorithms with derivative free measurement models. Our
results show that the double exponential smoothers run ap-
proximately 135 times faster with equivalent prediction per-
formance. The paper briefly describes the algorithms used
in the experiment and discusses the results.

1 Double Exponential Smoothing-Based Pre-
diction

Double exponential smoothing-based prediction (DESP)
is a viable alternative to the more common Kalman filter-
based predictors with derivative free motion models. DESP
models a time series using a simple linear regression equa-
tion where the y-intercept and slope are varying slowly over
time[1]. An unequal weighting is placed on these parame-
ters that decays exponentially through time so newer ob-
servations get a higher weighting than older ones. The de-
gree of exponential decay is determined by the parameter
α ∈ [0, 1).

To predict user position, we assume that at time t−1, we
have the estimates ~b0(t− 1) and ~b1(t− 1) for ~β0(t− 1) and
~β1(t − 1) respectively. Note that each estimate is a vector
representing the x, y, and z components of position. We
also assume we have a new user position ~pt at time t. To
update the estimates of ~β0(t− 1) and ~β1(t− 1), we require
two smoothing statistics defined by
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where the first equation smoothes the original position se-
quence and the second equation smoothes the ~Sp

t
values.
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Given these estimates, the user’s position is predicted time
τ into the future with

~pt+τ = ~b0(t) + ~b1(t + τ). (5)

With some algebraic manipulation (see [1] for details), our
position prediction equation is
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Predicting the user’s orientation is done using the same
formulations for position prediction except that quaternions
are used instead of 3D vectors.

The DESP algorithm predicts a user’s pose an integral
multiple (i.e., τ ) of ∆t (i.e., 1.0 divided by the sampling
rate) into the future. To overcome this limitation and predict
user poses any time into the future, we have extended the
basic DESP algorithm. If τ is not an integer then we make
a low and high prediction using bτc and dτe respectively.
Then, we interpolate between these two predicted values to
find the prediction at the correct future time. For position,
using linear interpolation,

~pt+τ = ( ~phi
t+dτe −

~plo
t+bτc)(τ − bτc)) + ~plo

t+bτc. (7)

For orientation, we use spherical linear interpolation
(i.e., SLERP)[2] to find the predicted orientation at the cor-
rect time. This predicted orientation is given by

qt+τ =
qlot+bτc sin(1 − ρ)Ω + qhit+dτe sin ρΩ

sin Ω
, (8)



where ρ = τ −bτc and Ω = arccos(qlot+bτc� qhit+dτe)).
The � symbol stands for a quaternion dot product in this
case.

2 Kalman Filter-Based Prediction

The Kalman filter is a set of mathematical equations that
fuse information from multiple sources; it uses a predictor-
corrector mechanism to find an optimal estimate in the sense
that it minimizes the estimated error covariance[3]. In other
words, the filter uses an underlying process model to make
an estimate of the current system state and then corrects the
estimate using any available sensor measurements. Then,
after the correction is made, we use the process model to
make a prediction. For orientation prediction, we use ex-
tended Kalman filtering[3] since the standard Kalman filter
is a linear estimator and orientation is nonlinear in nature.
More details on the KF and EKF can be found in [3].

3 Prediction Algorithm Experiment

Six datasets (three head and three hand) were used in
our study representing a variety of different motion dynam-
ics collected from applications and interaction techniques
developed in our Cave facility. Each dataset is about 20 sec-
onds in length captured from an Intersense IS900 tracking
system. Each dataset was tested with sampling rates of 70
and 180Hz for prediction times of 50 and 100ms giving us
four different test scenarios. All tests were run on an AMD
Athelon XP 1800+ with 512Mb of main memory. The pre-
dictors are evaluated using root mean square error (RMSE).
Algorithm running times are also calculated by grouping
the KF and EKF predictors together and the position and
orientation DESPs together.

4 Results and Discussion

Table 1 shows the results of the running time experi-
ments. From the results, we can see that DESP runs ap-
proximately 135 times faster than the KF/EKF predictors.
For a frame of reference, we also timed how long it would
take to simply take the previous user pose and use it as the
predicted pose (i.e., no prediction at all).

We also looked at how many times better the given pre-
dictor performs than no prediction at all. Table 2 shows
these “times better” metrics for the KF/EKF predictors and
DESP in relation to no prediction at all. The table shows
that on average both predictor types perform between two
to three times better than no prediction at all. The differ-
ences between KF/EKF and DESP “times better” metrics
are no larger than 0.1 indicating their similar performance.
On average, DESP gets two to three times better prediction

accuracy than no prediction at all with a cost of approxi-
mately 2 additional µs whereas the KF/EKF predictors also
get to two to three times better prediction accuracy but with
an additional cost of approximately 456 µs.

KF/EKF DESP No Prediction
Average: 458.7803 3.3360 1.1912
Variance: 24.2354 0.0285 0.0152

Table 1. Average running times (µs) and vari-
ances.

Table 3 shows some representative results from the ex-
periment indicating the relatively minute differences be-
tween the KF predictor and DESP accuracies. Although
for the majority of the test runs, the KF/EKF predictors per-
formed slightly better than DESP, the average differences
between the RMSE numbers was only 0.0163 of an inch
for position and 0.0709 of a degree for orientation. These
differences show any additional accuracy improvements ob-
tained with the KF/EKF predictors are negligible.

KF/EKF DESP
Head Position 2.53 2.50
Hand Position 2.69 2.59
Head Orientation 2.69 2.60
Hand Orientation 2.06 2.00

Table 2. Performance of the KF/EKF predic-
tors and DESP in relation to no prediction.

KF DESP No Prediction
HEAD1 0.3341 0.3339 0.6843
HEAD2 0.5356 0.5432 1.4233
HEAD3 0.5318 0.5461 1.5719
HAND1 0.7747 0.7968 2.0243
HAND2 0.6029 0.6184 1.4776
HAND3 2.1707 2.2383 4.8279

Table 3. Position (inches) prediction accuracy
results (180Hz,100ms).
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